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20. ABSTRACT (Continued).

continue to carry additional total stresses within confined zones
and pore pressures in these zones will continue to increase. In
the former case the soil will continue to deform plastically until
it reaches failurej showing, in general, different pore pressure
reponses in these two phases. Thus pore pressure response at any
point in a soft clay deposit under increasing surface loading may
show two or three distinct phases, although in some cases the
plastic andffilpro responses may be almost indistinguishable, In-
this repo_ reao published field records, re-examrdr-.Qne-of---
these, a circular embankment loading on sensitive clay, is studied
in soe detail and it is found that at the end of the initial elas-
Lic phase, couitained failure occurs with a distinct change in pore
pressure response with further loading. The plastic phase is
absent. In the second case, again a circ'alar embankment but on
soft clay of comparatively low sensitivity, the pore prossure
response under loading is distinctly three-phased. In the final
case record studied, a road embankment loading on Boston blue clay,
a dist.nct change in pore pressure response occurs at the end of
the elastic phase, followed by a phase in which plastic yielding
if it occurs is not clearly distinguishable from the contained
failure response.
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FOREWORD

The investigation described herein was one phase of a

project, "Instrumentation of Embankments and Foundations,"

spon=ored by the Office, Chief of Engineers (OCE), under

CWIS 311e9. The investigation was conducted durinq the

period January 1975 through July 1976.

The general objective of this study was to pro.ent

the inte pretQtioA of field records for the yield conditions

associated with pore pressure responses in soft soils under

surface loading. Work on this project was conducted and

the report was prepared by Professors R. H. G. P.rry,
Lecturer, University of Cambridge, England, and C. P. Wroth,

Reader in Soil Mechanics, University of Cambridge, England.

The contract was monitored by Mr. C. L. McAnear,
Chief, Soil Mechanics Division, under the geroa , super-

vision of Mr. J. P. Sale, Chief, Soils and Pavements Labo-

ratory. Contracting ffz.ccr was COL G. It. Hilt, "irector

of the Waterways Experiment Station.
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1. Introduction

In the first of this pair of reports, theories were

developed for the excess pore pressures that would be developcd

in soft clay as a result of sarface loading. It was shown that

most deposits of soft clay will be in a lightly overconsolidatod

state (as a result of desiccation, lowering and raising of the

water table or delayed co,,solidation). P-r a typical element, P

in Fig.l(a) at depth z in a deposit of soft clay, the existing

effective stresses acting on the element are , o KO .

The total and effective stress states of the element are shown

as points P and P1 in Fig.l(b) in terms of the parameters:-

the rean total principal stress p a 1(01+0:*0) - '(a +2q

the mean effective principal stress p,- 1(vW+oj4O3 ) - 5(o+2o)

the deviator stress q - (0;-ol) - (u -oA)

It w;A r1sown that the typical total and cffective stresr
paths for the element caused by some surface loading would ba
PORS and P'Q'R'S' with the response of the element displaying

three distinct phases. These phases would be:-

(1) an 'elastic' response P'Q'

(ii) a plastic phase Q'R' and

(iii) contained failure R'S'.

The excess pore pressures which would be generated in the element,

are shown qualitatively in Fig.l(c) in which Au hWs beeI plUttcd

against the increment of total vertical stress Aav(local)

experienced by the element as a consequence of the surface loading.

Expressions for the gradicnts of thc three linear portions of

the plot of Fig.l(c) are given in the first report.

Zn this second report, these theoretjial ideas of pore
pressure development are applied to well documented field cases.
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The first case is that of axisymmetric loading of two circulara

fills at Asrum, ii Norway, reported by I18eg, Andersland and
Rolfsen (1969). The other casc. are of an axisyr..wtric loading

at Convey Island, England reported by Pender, Parry .ud George
(1975) and of a plane strain case of a long road cr.bankmcnt at
Boston reported by D'Appolonia, Lambe and Poulos (1971).

0

2. Aplcation to Field Cana of Axisymmntric Loading at Asrum

2.1 General Description

In order to study the problems of likely settlement of
buildings on the quick clays in the area around Oslo, the Norweaian
Geotechnical Institute carried out two field tests on a site at
Asrum. E&ch test consisted of a circular fill placed on the
existing ground surface,with careful measurements being made of
excess pore pressures generated in the underlying clay, and of
settlements of the fill. Full details are given by 118eg, Andersland
and Rolfsen (1969).

Profiles of the soil at the two neighbouring sites, are
given in Fig.2a, and the in situ vertical stresses in Fig.2b
(both diagrams being reproduced from the paper by 1o8eg et al.).
The upper 1 to 2 m consists of a fairly stiff fissured crust,
below which the very quick and soft clay extends to bedrock. The
natural water content of the clay ranges from about 55% to 70%
compared to a range of liquid limits of about 35% to 50%. The
undrained shear strength was measured by in situ vane tests and
unconfined compression tests on undisturbed sQn -ns. Beneath the
surface crust the strength is as low as 0.5 tonno/m2 (50 kN/m 2)
and it increases with depth.

The observed values of the excess pore pressures recorded
by the piezomoters at depths of 3 m and 5 m beneath the two fills
are shown in Figs.3a to 3d. It is at once pparont that the
responses of the piezometors near the centreline show two well
defined phases, with a sharp break between the two phases. These
responses will now be interpreted in the light of the theories
developed in the first report.
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0
2.2 Asrum I Piezometor A at 3 m donth on thn centre line

The positions of the various piezometers are indicated
in Fig.4a. In this section the response of piezometer A at a
depth of 3 m on the centre line of the fill is examined in
detail.

Sincn the piezometer is on the contre line, conditions of
axial syraetry apply throughout the test. Although the diameter
of the fill reduces with height, for the purposes of the cal-
culations the surface loading produced by the fill is assumed
to be a uniform circular vertical load of intensity ba - yh
and of average radius a a 6.25 m as shown in Fig.4b.

For the initial analysis of the behaviour of the soft
clay it is assumed that the elastic responsn Is inotropic. From
the elnstic stress distributions for a uniform flexible circular
load of radius a on an elastic half space tabulated by Poulos
and Davis (1974) the curves of Fig.5 have been produced. Using
these results the relevant values for piezometer A are as
follows: -

r/a - 0, z/a - 0.48, AOv/AO - 0.919, AOh/AAu - 0.391 ..()
h 0.391

Hence the ratio of increments of total stress X, Auh 0 .919

- 0.425

and the factor (1 + 2LI) - 0.617. From eqn.(17) of the first
report the perfectly elastic responsa of piezometer A would be

AU 1To- -Vl + 210 - 0.617. (Fig.4c) ... (2)

In terms of the observed surface load AV, (rather than the
unknown local increment of total vertical stress Aa ) the
response Is given by Au Au AOV

. G_ . - 0.617 x 0.919 -0.567 .. (3)
V (Fig.4d)

This gradient almost exactly matches that of the first
linear portion P'Q' of the relevant plot in Fig.3*. The point
Q corresponda to the change in behaviour from an elastic response

* It should be noted that the scales in Figs.3a to 3d for Au
and a are unfortunately not the same.
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to eiths'r a plastic response or contained failure. This occurs
at an increment of surface load of Ao - 2.84 tonne/ml (285 kN/m7)
for which the excess pore pretsure Oenerated at plezometer A
based on an elastic response would bc from eqn.(3)
Au - 0.567 Ao - 1.61 t/n. This corresponds closely to the
value observed for point 0 in Fig.3.

If the clay behaves perfectly elastically in the first
phase then the excess pore pressure is given directly by the

increment of mean total principal stress Ap as shown below:
Itp - (Aov + 240 h )

F (hav - Au) + 2 (Aoh - Au))

. Ap - -a =u

In an isotropic elastic soil under undrained conditions (i.e. no
volume change) Ap' - 0 and the stress path on a q-p' plot is a
vertical straight line (see p 10 first report).

Thus, if Ap' - 0

Au - Ap

Hence the result of eqn.(3) could be obtained directly from the
appropriate curve for Ap/Ao in Fig.5, without the need to calculate
the stress increments hov and Avh. But evaluation of the latter
has two adva Lages:- (i) it allows estimates to be made of the
total and effective stress paths and hence a fuller understanding
of the behaviour of the clay, and (iL) it allows an anisotropic
elastic response of the clay to be used, if necessary, i.e. the
use of the expressions given in eqn.(17) and table I of the first
report.

At the stage represented by Q' the clay locaily around
piezometer A yields. At yield, then, As w 2.84 t/m'. From
elastic theory bov 2.61, A h - 1.11, Ap' = 0 q1 (4)

Aq- 1.50, Ap - 1,61 (all units : t/r. )

The total and effective stress paths for the stages PQ and P'Q'
can now be plotted if the initial in situ stress states are known.
Unfortuitately the problem of the in situ lateral stress is a
difficult one, and the best that can be done is to estimate this
from all the limited information available.
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From tho results of the consolidation tests and the

profile of stroesc i Fig.2b, for the depth z - 3 m,

'o I t/m' u 0 4.5 to and the overconsolidation ratioOVo0

is 3. Making us* of eqn.(6) in the first report for estimating

th* value of Ko for lightly overconsolidated soils
V t

Xo - OCRKn.t. - ' OCR-) ... (S)

ard taking Kate* - 0.65 and v' - 0.28 (for a soiL with

plasticity index cof 1G1), then

0.28 x 2Ko - I X 0.65 - 0,72 - 1.26

Adopting this estimate for Ko gives 0ao - 1.26 o-' 1.00 t/m

qo a - 0.26 tim', p; - 1.17 t/m' and po " 5.67 t/ml. Thu

total and effective stress paths PAQARA and P, for an elrent
of soil at Foint A based on these estimated in situ stresses

are plotted ir, Fig.6. From the position of the point Q., nd

from the in situ vane shear strengths (plotted in Fig.2a) of
about 0.8 t/at corresponding to qf - 1.6 t/mA, it is concu'udoe

that the clay has probably reached failure at point Q.. Tli

will mean that for the soil at this depth of 3 m there will be no

second phase o'f plastic yielding (i.e. R' in Fig.lc coincides

with Q0) and that the behaviour goes directly from elastic to

conLained, failure.

If this suggestion is correct then the second linear phase

of pore-pressure response in Fig.3a should have a gradient
Who - Aov/Ao assuming that no post-peak softening occurs

(see section 9.3 of the first report). Once the clay has yielded
or failed the assumption of an elastic stress distribution

throughout the elastic half-space is no longer vialid. But most

of the soil, some distance from the region of containe" failure,

is still behaving elasticallyu inside the failing region the
total stress distribution must alter to some degree to accommodate

the. plastic strains of the soil. There is limited evidunce to

show that the increments of total vertical stress Au ruain as

Iv

'- ' ! - _.- -_ - ._r-.-'... . . .... ..- , ;---- --- --- '



though thoy were given by elastic theory and the increments
of total horizontal stress Ah are larger than the corrcsponding

elastic values. Ui it is assuaed for the sake of argument that

the elastic stress distribution for Aa v is valid then for the

phoIe R'S', the expected response is Au a
W0W" 0.919.

The observed value is 1.03, so that Lhe above assumptions are

Ain reasonable agreement with the fleid data, and cotainly do

not conflict with them. It seems likely, in fact, that some post-

peak softening occurred.
0

2.3 Asrum T i Piezometor . at S m dopth on the centre line

Adopting the same assumptions for piezomoter E as for

piezometer A the relevant values are as follows:-

r/a - 0, x/a a 0.8, Aov/Ao - 0.756, 60h/0 0.184 ... (6)

Therefore 11 W 0.184 0.243

6ndnu V1 + 2L ) - 0.496 ... (7)

AU
and - - 0.496 x 0.756 a 0.375

This gradient should be compared to that of 0.45 for the observed

data of Fig.3b.

At yield Ao w 3.1 t/n' and from elastic theory

AOc -2.34 AU h 
0 .S7  Ap' - 0

Aq - 1.77 Ap -1.16 (all units : t/m*) 1 (8)

An estimate is now made of the initial in situ stress

state at E, on the same basis as for A in the last section.

From Fig.3, for a - 5 m, W I t/a5, U a 7.7 tol and

OCR - 3. As before X o is taken as 1.26 to that ao - 126 t/m

* - 0.26 t/al, pol - 1.17 t/ml and p0 n 8.87 t/m'. The total

and effective stress paths PEQER and P.Q1 for an element of

soil at X are plotted in rig.61 the effective stress path starts

from the same point as for element A (by chance) and only differs
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from it by virtue of a sliyhtly larger value of Aq to cause

yield.

The same argument as for element A is invoked to suggest

that element E has reached failure at QjI, and that the behaviour

of the soil changes directly from elastic to contained failure

without an intermediate stage of plastic yielding.

On this basis the gradient of the second stage would be

expected to be -- - 0.756; this compares with a measured

value of 0.687 from Fig.3b.

2.4 Asrum I : *Plezometer not on the centre line

For the piezometers BC,D at 3 m depth and F#G,H at 5 m

depth not on the centre line of the fill conditions of axial

symmetry no longer apply. The simple expressions derived in

the first report are not valid, and the situation is much more

complicated because of the rotation of the principal axes of

stress and stress increment.

However if the soil behaves in an isotropic elastic

manner ihile undergoing no volume change, then Ap' 0 0 and the

excess pore pressure is given (am before) by the increment of

mean total principal stress Ap. From the charts and functions

given by Poulos and Davis (1974) the ratios Ap/Ac have been

calculated for the six piezometers, and are compared in table 1

with the observed gradients of hu/a taken directly from the

first phases of the responses plotted in Figs.3a and 3b. There

is reasonably good agreement between the two sets of values, which

supports the interpretation of the results in terms of isotropic

elasticity. Computed Observed

Piezometer s/a r/a Ap/ho Au/Av

A 0.48 0 0.567 0.600

B 0.48 0.4 0.532 0.546

C 0.48 0.8 0.396 0.343

D 0.48 1.2 0.186 0.105

3 0.8 0 0.375 0.45

F 0.8 0.4 0.347 0.315

G 0.8 0.A 0.266 0.276

U 0.8 1.2 0.162 0.150

Table 1 Comparison between first phase of the observed excess
pore presbures and those computed from elastic theory.

r1 __ _ _

-. . . .. . . . .. ..



The Consequen Cs of the departure from the simple case

of axial symmetry is illustratea for the case of piezometer G

in Fig.7. From Poulos and Davis (1974) it is possible to

calculate the increments of stress shown in perspective in Fig.7a

and in elevation in Fig.7b from elastic theory in terms of the
applied circular) surface load Ao. They are AoV /Ao - 0.504,

AVr/ AO - 0.185, Ave/Ao a 0.109, ATr/Aa a 0.204. The Mohr's
circle of stress for the (rz) plane is shown in Fig.7c, and

the principal increments of stress d*S readily be calculated

to be

Aal/ha a 0.603, haz/Aa - AvO/Ao a 0.109, Aoz/Ag - 0.086

The principal axes of the stress increments are as shown in
Fig.7d and do not coincide with those of stress (the principal
directions of which depend on the ratio of AV to the initial in

situ stresses at point G).

After yield has occurred, which is assumed to coincide
with the onset of contained failure, the local diatribution of
stresses in the vicinity of G can no longer be elastic. It is
suggested for want of any experimental evidence that the dis-
tribution of the major principa' stress increment Ac, remains

largely unaffected and that Au - Ao1 . If this hypothesis is
valid then the expected gradient in Fig.3a for the second phase

for piezometer G would be Au ' , L - 0.603 This should

be compared with an observed value of about 0.5.

3. pplication to Field Case of Axisymmatric Loading at

Canvey Island

As part of a detailed site investigation for a major oil
refinery on a deposit of soft clay at Canvey Island in England,

two small circular trial embankments were constructed to simulate
the behaviour of '.e oil tanks. The performance of the embankment
was monitored by observations of the settlement of the embankment,
and of excess pore pressures recorded by piezometers placed in

the ground beneath.

j
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A detailed description of the site and instrumentation

i& given by George and Parry (1973). The pore pressure
raspon~sc have been interpreted by Ponder, Parry and George (1975)

in the light of the theories advanced in the first report. Those

papers are appended to this report, and their main findings only

will be presented briefly here.

Undisturbed samples of the soft clay were subjected to

stress controlled drained triaxial tests with a variety of stress

paths in order to establish the yield locus. The results are
shown in Figs.13 and 14 of the first of this pair of reports.

The locations of four piezomoters, Pl, P5, P7 and PlO
are given in Fig.8. Observed pore pressure changes are plotted
in Fig.9 against changes in vertical total stress Auv at tip level
calculated by finite element analysis using a bilinear model.
The response of each piezometer shows the expected pzttern of
three linear phases, with well defined points of change between

the phases. For the first phase of the pore-preazure response

the resulting value of the ratio Au/Ap was 0.5 to 0.6 whereas

that predicted from isotropic elasticity would be 1. However

this discrepancy may be due to any or all of the following
reasons:-

(i) the soil may contain gas in the pore water due to
the organic matter present in a recent alluvial deposit,

(ii) the soil may behave anisotropically,

(iii) the excess pore pressures will be dissipating
during the period of the construction of the embankment,

(iv) the finite element computations are only approximate
and are affected by the choice of boundary conditions and dis-
tribution of soil parameters within the mesh of elements.

4. Application to Field Case of Plane Strain Loading near

Boston, Mass.

A well documented case history for the plane strain
situation is reported by D'Appolonia, Lambe and Poulos (1971).
The paper reports the evaluation of excess pore pressures measured



under a long road embankment constructed near Boston as part

of the interstate Highway system.

A cross section of the embankment is shown in Fig.la and

piezometer locations in Fig.lOb. Full details of the properties

of the ground are given in the papor by D'Appolonia et al. A

selection of the observed values of excess pore pressure is

shown in Fig.ll where the results are plotted against the

elevation of the embankment.

All the piezometer readings show two distinct responses.

The end of the elastic phase is clorly defined in each case,

as the local element of soil (around the piezometer) yields

plastically or fails after behaving elastically. It was pointed

out in Section 9.3 of the airst report that in some cases the

pore pressure responses in phases 2 and 3 (i.e. plastic yielding

and failure) would be difficult to distinguish. It can be seen

that some of the responses in Fig.ll could :be three phased,
although a third phase is not clearly distinguishable. It is

possible then that after completion of th elastic phase the

soil did progress through a plastic phase to contained failure

without any distinct change in pore pressure responsei

D'Appolonia et al have made groat efforts to interpret

thenc results and they have considered four different distributions

of increment of total stresses. They have also considered various

relationships between changes of total stress and of pore

pressures. They conclude that for the pre-yield elastic phase

the best prediction of pore pressure is given by three-dimensional

elastic theory (as applied to the plane strain case) with Au - 8p.

A direct comparison of the ratio of measured to predicted
pore pressures (which is directly prcportional to the gradients
of the first phases shown in Fig.ll) is given in Fig.12a for
many of the. piezometers. Those piezometers near the upper sand
layer or near the till showed a substantial degree of dissipation
due to drainage and were discounted by D'Appolonia et al.

During contained perfectly plastic failure it has been
shown that the change of pore pressure Au is expected to be

-r- - - - - - - . - - ~ '
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equal to the (local) change of vertical total stress Aav (local).

Values of the ratio Au/Aa v for the same set of piezomaters were
calculated by D'Appolonia et al, and are reproducad in Fig.12b.

The values are all greater than urity, but generally clome to

it. The underpredictions indicate either that, am suggested

above, the soil after local yield progresses through a plastic

stage before the onset of local failure (a response of Au/Aa v > 1

is possible in the plastic phase) or that a small degree of post

peak softening ccurrlng in the soil as discussed in Section 9.4

of the first report.

6. Conclusions

The theoretical considerations of pore pressures generated

in soft ground by surface loading have been compared with three

well documented case histories.

In all three cases - two axially symmetric, one plant

strain - the pore pressure responses recorded by piezometers

were linearly related to the applied surface loading. As expected

the response had two or three stages: an initial elastic phase

followed by plastic yielding and/or contained failure.
0

For the first case of the circular fill at Asrum, which
was studied in detail, the total and effective stress paths were

estimated for the locations of two of the piezometers. These

paths confirmed that the clay wan sufficiently overconsolidated

(albeit to a small degree) that the middle phase of work-hardcenin

plastic behaviour was absent.

The pore pressure responses from the Canvey Island tests

showed three distinct phases while the responses from the road

embankment test at Boston showed two distinct phases, but it is

possible that the second phase combines plastic yielding and

contained failure.

In detail, the predictions of pore pressures based on
isotropic elastic theory generally appear to overestimate the

observed values for the elastic phase by between 20-50. Part

j 
A . .
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of this discrepancy can be attributed to anisotropy# to

incomplete saturation, or to partial dissipation due to

drainage.

The predictions of the pore pressure after yield appear

to underestimate the observed values by 10-20% since no allow-

ance has been made for strain softening after failure has occurred.

In addition the assumption that the dixtribution of the total

vertical stress is unaffected by inelastic behaviour is question-

able, and is based on slender evidence. It is possible that

complex finite element computations could resolve this doubt.

The concept of a yield locus for undisturbed samples and

its use in the interpretation of pore pressures observed in soft

ground under surface loading has been confirmed. For engineering

purposes, adequate predictions of pore-pressures may be made by

applying the concepts and theories proposed in the first of this

pair of reports.
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Fig.l Idealised response of a typical element of soft
clay to surface loading (a) location of element
(b) effective and total stress paths (c) pore
pressure response to change in vertical total stress
in element.
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Fig.4 Predicted pore pressure response at srum 1 site
(a) locations of piezometers (b) idealised equivalent
loading (c) elastic pore pressure response for
piezometer A related to change in total vertical
stress at piezometer tip (M) elastic pore pressure
response for piezometer A related to surface loading
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Appendix: A

"Field loading test at Canvoy Island" by

George P.J. and Parry R.HI.G.

"The response of a soft clay layer to embankment
loading" by Pender M.J., Parry R.HI.G. and George P.J.
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The Response of a Soft Clay Layer to Embankment Loading
by

M. J. PENDER. 8E, (lions). PhD. MNZIE
Geomechan$cs Cngrneee, MItitysf of Wats & evelopmenL N 7

R H. G PARRY. MA., Ph.D. M.t.EAust
Lecta. Univetsity ol CanNK19c rnivlad

jind
P. J. GEORGE. 8.Sc.

qh 1t. k oh R11#4tW of Spng. fomely vth Dames & Moom tooo U.L

tWMANY. The pere pressurf response of A soft clay laver Subjected to a*Anksont leading li Interpreted.
Cood qualitative &A4fcmAnt in ftowi Utwven the obeetvod pore pressufes And those espctel on the basis
that A lightly avr,vsolaldsted clay will eshibit A Well defind yield 1o10. ThI Concept leads to the
prediction of a t t vo-wtr response corresponding to elastic behAvlour, yielding, M4 contained failure.
Th# observed pore jresswes were copated Vith total Stresses calClIted by a nao-limr elastic finite
element Analysis.

1 INT1!iXt).: show a elastic response to AMltionaI loaing.
TOM locAM rVePleint% the boundary 01 all the itres&s

At CAnVey 1l4in C ossex a maJor U.F. oil states for %*ich the soil is esumed to bthve
refinery is to W4 mat ructd At a site adjacent to elkaucally. s such It represents a "eralisi-
the a uth of the IAver Threes. This paper tln Of th4 prOsOfslidAtiO -Qcat.
dscribes soe aspects of the Interpretation of the
behbvlour of one of two small trial ee*VJs5A ent, After the stres path #n&e the yield locus,
constructed as part of the Site IiveIsIi4tion. plastic st'ain geneses dominant and the pore

PsrClEMS response much IOre ignifiCant. AS the
In particular It vii desired to exxmie thM stress path Saow, ouward the Soll work hardens and

ebserved pore pressure response in term of coo the yiel4 locus Is e p nded. The"e ieag Are
oern Ideas a,o"t the behAviour of soft clay. Illustrated in r11. 1.

Critical state sal mechaics provides 4 consistent
set of concepts rloyht to the Xtrers-strain
behaviour and potr pressure respi, of Sloil
Schofield and Wroth (let. 1). T.heso Aake it ANU aftJ;ve Stress
possible to predict th geea features of the pI~ eahI re
Imediate pore pressure respoosm in a field loading
situation. The qualitative validity of this -
prediction Is investigated here, .

The pore pressure behaviour was ost.,rol with
Wyraulic pse.let rs installed At zoveral positions slY~d lecus

beawath the esbianket. These observed pressures A
were related to the ?alculate4 changes in vertical
stress At the piegms*ter loationd. This stress
distribution was dotermined with a finite eemenwt pz" ('4 (: '
prjro capable of percrlrg non-linear elastic
analysis. Nuch of the input data for the vvmputer
runes a obtained from in-situ tests with P-h*e
Caskoeter. as dosrribed in a camlon papir ls. WeNed

round tAons for the product tanks at the work h.rd4nkn
refinery could be either pile or earth Supported. £ plastic
An there were clear ec-.noa c benefits tvr the alter-
native without Jiles two trial esbsnsents were A siestC
constructed to simulate the tank load. These were
circular with 30 n base diameter and 1.1 side total strst irz
Ulopes and Constructed from c4;0Vact*d granular
fill. A more detailed dasrition of the site and
Instrument details Is givwn by George and Party Fig. I Yield locus and pore pressure response
(Ref. 3), alng with a useful diucussion of the
economice of such An investigation and comnts on The yield locus concept leads to the
the performance of the varivue instruments. suggestion that the pore pressure response of a

lightly overconsolidated clay undar field loading
2 9ACKWOD will exhibit three distinct phases. Firstly there

Is an Initial elastic response for stress Prths
A central feature of the present interprotation within the yield locus. "econdly when the stress

Je the concpt that a lightly overconsolidated clay pat engages the yield lo-us there should be a
will exhibit a yield locus. Because of the over- faitly sharp steelening In the pore pressure
consolidation the in-situ Stress State will be with- response curve accompanying the plastic deformation.
In the locus and hence, Initially, the soil will Finally in rWadrid loading an element of soil may



reach contained failure. so that no furthier shear toos with difeent stress paths so that the yiQld
stress can be sustaine by that particular piece of locus might be detrinedl. Yielding was pr~miw4
mail. Thus ay additionAl %tress incronont mst be to have occurred '.hsn a break was observed in the
isotropc and balanced by An cqu~sl ichange In pore stress-strain cur"e, It is of Interest to note
pressure. mhit Pdans thaIt the pore pressure that the Sam yield Stress WAS deterxined with
inirasie durn cofitAlneii failure will be loe respect to volumtric and distortional strains.
rapid than that 04en yielding is o"currinq. How- $small stress increments were applie and left In
ever. Wroth IPof. 41 has swhlstvd that there vay' be Place until Voltae Chan"e had almost koAsod. lrr
som sails In which the rate of pore pressure build rreyieid load increments this required I to : dArA
up1 for the seond stage is the sea as tha for the AnM for post-yield increments 4 to 6 days. The
UnAl stage. so the second kinki In the pore pressure specimens had a height to diameter ratio of unity
reujonte curv may not always be obeerved. This and lubricated end platens. The cell fluid used
wqht *)plain iiy b'AppoloniA ot aM (Pef. 51 and was a Silicone oil, A back pressure of ZOO kra
Noe" it aI ISef. 6) osrved A pore pressure was appliedt to ensure osruration. The results of
response with only one Abrupt chang In slope, Ong Of the test* and the resulting Yield locus are

In interpreting the response a suitable gvnI is n epciey

vatiable Poat be chmsn against which to plot a8
obeerved pore pressures. It was decidedl to use
the calculated vertical Stress induced by the
vwbankxent lead. This stress cosrontnt was
xoI*K4st ecAuse another study, Noet &I (Per. 7) i
has found that this stress component is not greatly
affected by non-linear material proprties (at least
for the CA". of uniform pressure loading). Also KL TS
the vertiva! total stress Increase has traditionally
bea used AS a gauge of pore pressure response. 39

I SITZ CMiOI1IONS AND SOIL FW9UTh3S

rig. 2 gives a brief log of the Soil profile WI
along with the Attesbery Limits and Ani-situ water0 *ds

% ~~content. MArq detailed Information is give.t is ILI I S
PA t. 3. In-situ sheAr strength, horisontal
etffctive stress and undrained stiffness data, all
determined with the Camkomter, are given in a ___________1_________

Companin paper Hughes talijef. 21. beneath 3
tne trust there Is a uni~ora Increase In streng1th. teIth
hor~zontal effective stress and undrained Stiffness irg
with depth. This trend Is not apparently affected
by the Chan"e In material type at a depth of rig. 3 Pesult of oon.'entional drained
approximately 6 a.triaxial t4st

De c ptioni if±~ 2 V n 211 shwP
Omsk Msvi 3feciv She pt
CLAN

4 540 F MYt ;4W A

6 est L d SAN
SlanT WHY 10T

V4~tMeS IiO e:.e II 0l0D 4, OF

(I

Duth pnetoee s bnssow a~ , very1 2 0 s si

sukintantial Incresse In resist:ance at a depth of 4 FlzEW PesuLTS
10 0. Thus in the following analysis the soil
profile is idealised as a 10 a layer resting on a The field results from four selected pieso-
rough rigid base. mters (at locations Indicated In Fig. 6) were

examined and the undrained response (i.e. the
Undisturbed saimples, 54 met in diameter. were simmation of changes in piezommeter readings on the

taken with a Geonor piston sappler. A number of Application of load-increments) Is plotted against
friaxisi specimens, 54 Put In diameter, were prepared embankaent Meight. in rig. s. It is encouraging to
from a saple taken between 3 anM 4 a depth. These note that this plot suggests three separate phases

were subjected to stress controlled drained triaxial in the-pore pressure rorponse curve.
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000 m . aterial 104 M' W'al CM Mrs)

Oe tbnot 0.2 0.)0 14.7

0 j0 S Crust (0-1 01) 2.0 0.20 - 35

4/ * " Crust (1-2 0l 0.8 0.41 - 25

.0 Soft clay 0.6 0.40 is

i111linear linear
/ mIPI Increase Increase

ZIPS to to

MY soft CIAY 1.5 0.46 - 22
* IPW 1t-10 ml

, i i i i~l i 1 1 0
4nboliment might (M) The undrained stiffness and it-ltu strqssve

for the soft clay layer used in deciding on the in-
Fig. 5 Mearved pat* pressures put data for the computer calculations veto those

deteralnes with the C *ometer. The undrained
s rlmiliF zty wjy$si strengths were derived (ro the vane strength

results. There was no data available for the
The strees• i"duced in the soil layer y the stiffness of the crust and t bAbAkent material.

construction of the trial rebsnhti~t were calculated Rasonable values were adopted for the modulus of
by finite element an"lyis. The program used vas the crust taterial. In the case of the embanlkment
that described by ilollingsa ed and itymond (Pef. I). some preliminiry r.L. calculations suggested that
It performe & nn-linear elastic analysis by ait all of the material would be at or near
modifying the element modulus so that a specified failure, thus a rather low modulus was adopted.
stress-strain curve Is followed. The data input The soft clay was modelled as & bl-linexr elastic
allw*s for a variation in Yaow qg modulus with material. Saw initial r.k. calculations
stress, but a constant Jison's ratio. Any point suggested that the soil beneath the eblalment
on the curve Is modelled by calculating an equiva- first yields when the shearinq stress is about half
lent secant modulus. New element modull are way between the in-situ and faillet values. ihus
calculated between iterations and the analysis the initial modulus determined from the C"OneLer
repeated until an acceptable solution it reached, results va specified for sheeztng stsses up to
The stress on which the non-linearity lu based i the mean of the in-situ and failure values. rrom
the maxim principal stress difference, any affect this point to failure the moulus was redwced to
of the intermediate prinzipaIl stress Is not one third of the initial valme. This gives a
considered. strain at failure the asm* as that observed with

the Ckometer. After reaching peak strength the
The finite element resh is given in rig. 6. Cawkometer tests showed that the soil exhibited

The locations of the four piesaomters of lterest strain softening. but in thq r.c. calculations thu
are also shown in thin diagram. The modelling of failure shear stress was amed to be maintained
the embankment building process was done by manually Indefinitely once the elemen't had reached failure.
changing the properties of successive rows of The shape of the various stress-strmin curves is
embankment elements between runs of the prgrim. showi In Fig. 7. The watertable was assumed to be
The elements above the current construction level at a depth of I m, hence the differing properties
were present in the mesh but were allocated no of the 2 layers of crust. The incompressibility
weligt and very small stiffness. of the foundation rnterlil was Podilltd by setting

Ioisson's ratio to 0.48.

345 elements
250 nodll ponis X M

'V .mloM. ,j
alien 'T 14

lafmbmnhmant Crust O-Ir

rig. 6 finite element mesh sin

The foundation material was divided into 10
equal layers with different properties, as set out
in Tale I. Fig. 7 Stress-strain curves for r.9. analysis



in rig. 6 the ot*4e undralned pore pressure 6 DI?.CMION
respons for the f(mr pI*vaqtwr under discussion
1s p1otted AgAIASt the CAlculated tMAI vericOl The following points mrit rieflo cocmto

&U-10 inCtOX04 d&M to the eebeiAhmeiL load at the

piol~ter ocatin. tck rppon iswer t seW 1 finte founatio m~c aters i nt tese
Constat ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ wr rftt eldir4lnerptl"a oalate say tnl s " s otdr that
"tip~tilin ecion2.stresses Itn the aet eillit werem

generaoly* faid"t lewhnveoe Ruiailono envle

Ver reto nable ondaioqena material. hs
U worTe hathr *"liti toa thre NOL stees 06 radia

A tnlestr ess? itines abao 0h, Ilnte bortm e
geersl ou the li Withiha n 4f nvlp

5 * ( he ale lorc wdter d mtrial.

duimajo xetion f thes welds re s raiiol.mt
'-- IP asetroat odtieooimte ange n h pae

(b)IP d es yield locus, -a doto)/Qai In te a

.-- iconit ions the wegle Coe.e tA PolU a osf the
IPIpretion of the pricld stress cton Ite tw

plane. This agle remained fairly conatant (with-
In 30) for a VIVen element a the cebnkment height

CL Incresed, dad also bmeo eand after the mon-linear
1' 0- W- M m nlysis. At the location &f plesemetor II Iit

~j (P's)Was -it*. at 117 -30 and at Wr0 -340 (the Mines
sign signifies that U. angle was towards the #I
axis fro, the q~ "in). Thes the field strsess

U Oberve proeure aganstCondtiens in the region Of interest do at teelate
rig. 2 bevdpore ptwsaintcalcualated muck from these for triaxual compiression end so the

vertical stress incroase yield locus determnd In the laboratory Is 01

tn rig. j the stress paths for pieters Ir televance to the field hehaiour.
and IFS ace plotted. ~The path calctalated by the cc) fth first kink In tow Pore pressure respense
I.C. analysis lives total stre, the Infected cum., fig. 1, corresponds approximately with the
effetivo stress jath Is then found by platting th Intersection of the inferred effective stress paths
observed poe pressure vaiues on the diagram using and the yield locus, rig. 9. Likewise for the on-
the total stress path "s datum. Also Included o set of contained failure. Hoerth N 1the diegram for piescantor 0In i the total stress part of the Infected Of ever t*"th sntitiSs
Path fOr a linar elastic analysis. An effective that hAUeo is 0.3 - 0.6 cospared with 1.0 Ior anstress failure envelope for co a 0 and $1 a 250 is Ist"I elastic sail. 0'Appolomia et M1 (Mt. 5)
Included "~ the diagram, these values were obtained A Neg at 41 (sf. 6) found this VAweSS hqe
froo triaxial tests ont the soil. aboat 0.4. This difference May well W dum to

"nIsotropy in the soil adPermap to s00 extent
the boundmay conditions in the present problje.

lbs rather erratic behaviour of the final part
of the intferred cC sfjve stress path may be a

v 1*kptWS tow Strs consequence q( I , . at ).e 1.R. analysis *d
3DMM Wier not consider F- it 0 , undergoes strata

softening 40F. it 6b 3.e strength. mne
observed potc a *.., ponse no doubit reflects

PtSUaSF IPIthe occureo" " NQPPing, but the ILa streses
kid imc neglect this-ati-t' ec dict ratherC higher

Valves of thec C' 4. Ijal stgess for the final
P Pact of the effecti~e stress path moves, noy fres

_____ the failure lUpe. and also whsy the tird stage of
to I Pftthe pore pessure respotc;e curves In rig. a dos

Ifecfflenot have a slope of unity as implisd lon section 2.
U t@~ him ~A further aspect of thisna xlect of strain

20 softening in the 1.z. analysis Is msmifestad In the
decision to use the vans strengths rather than the

Pm msv PICasonaer peak values. Soam Initial calculations
qzV: P~ 2 zj esU4I6') wone perfomed wlth'j~e Ceehometer strengths. but

terslting Ssape, ot'the irferred effective
to stress paths was not satIsfia"-=.

Wd) Thbs ament load was applied gradually me
sme oonaolidation. with consequent changs in moil

rig. 9 stress paths at piesomaters Il and It$ properties. imt have occurred. Ruamination of the

Kr
ov~



a&Wut of dsst at. the varius pit ra.ters drastic NIvPFl-4t Ions of the likely Crrronse of
rewai% that In the sDAt clay layer Wtei A a anol th soil. j~iaftitatVo clcultionls would tqjir
6 a p,.re prnswir4 41til lateA. rAther sb14117. whre A mcKra arproprIato ronstitutive relation for the

&% t-soIn he sltit mtatal Lneati a oll. In w1hich the yield lv%.s ",d plastic

the dlissipations were 40% and K% resr4.-tively.
The tw.si pietzefttrs selet:ted fu the Alxvo
cnmjprismn wero Io,#teil in the Clay layer with the
above relatively slow rate of dissip~ation. This work was done ,,hiltt the first named

author was a vYisitr In the ininoerinq Department
(a) The effe..t of the n-n-linearity and cwc~ained at the unimursity at cas*bridge. rinatial skii.i-rt
failure on the iciinK.ged stresses In tf Interest. received from the 11.A. t'nlver.Ity G~rants Comittee
rig. 10A has the Wihr vitclasu f stress at th and froms a rehearc.h contract funded by the U.X.
position of IPi when the eabkscit height had Building Rescarch Station In gratefully acknov-
roarhed 10 P. f..r a linear alaktlv solution and ladjod.
that with yield an- failure inrluded. rig, l0b
has the *ARA Inforwati at the position of IPS The field measurements tvid imuch useful back-
with the evbaz~kmot t'eight at 7 P. It In soon~ ground IntbrmatILon were provided by Dawes an Moore,
that the nc-at sifikant effect 4f the non-lineoar Wnlofl. The field studies were commissioned by
behaviour is to subatantially reducei the nA~or Occidental Refineries Lirtited.
ptIncipal stress, a&. with a rather smaller The Intereit and support of Dr C.P. Wrath of
reduction in the other prIncilA1 stresses. Cambridge University Engineering1 Departftnt i0

~rttefully ocknowlodged.

timer etastic non-fibtcer9 (EM

I.SCah3IEL, A.H. and tIR~flt. C.P. Critir~
State Fnll I0.00hnnIC-. 1heGraw-iill, London,
19's.

io 0Ic 110 its In0 14 so 13O 110 120 "A Cocparison of the Results of Special

Stress Wke) raueaeTetwihCnetolTss
on a~t C.ps ore Soesufe ClyAtCndey Island"-
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4.NI . "Palatoreo PresuresUdr EBeneat

7 C'Y4CLUSSIOt4S an E'sncment" Proe. Atcr Vol. 97, Nto. SMGo
Jlune 1971. P.88i-6397.

The above comparison between observed pore
pressure response and calculated stress changes 6.HOG* K. AVDWCRZLAWD, 0.B, and ItOLSH E.M.
sets to justify qualitatively the validity of the "Und.ainvd Behaviour of Quick Clay Under
three stage pore pressure response under field load T*)sts at Asrum. Cotechniquo, Vol. 19,
loading of lightly ovtvrcon..olidated clay. The Nardia 1969, p.101-115.
pore pressure responsce curves, rig. 0, show three
well defined linear porttons and the Inferred 7.h-3E0, K. C1IRISTIAN, 3.?. and-IAIITHAN. R.V.
elfective utass *&the, rig. 9, show an onset of "Settlement of a Strip Load on an Elastic-
yielding and contained failuris that corresponds Plastac Soil". Proc. ASM, Vol. 94# 5142,
reasonably well with the pore p'essure response. Mardi 1968l, p.431-445.

?he various aspects of the back-figuring 8.M1OLLIIGSIEA, G.W. and PYNO4D, G.P.
process fit together fairly uvll, but qualitative "Prediction of Undrained Movemeint-i Caused by
conclusions only can be reached because to many Embankments on Muskeg". Canadian Geo-
features of the stress calculation ire based on technical Journal# Vol. 8, 197'# p.23-i5



XU aCr",e, vith X 70-2-3, Poigrs* 6e()(b),
dated 15 ?.bruary 1973, a ecmsaiile catalcs card
in Libruy of Coepre@ format is reydoeAcd below.
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